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18. Note on Leontief’s Dynamic Input.Output System"
By Hirofumi UZAWA
(Comm. by Z. SUETUNA,

M.J.A.,

Feb. 13, 1956)

Leontief [2] raises the problem whether there exists a solution
of the dynamic input-output system, when a flexible accelerator is
introduced so that demand for capital equipment is proportional to
the rate of change of the output when the latter is rising but zero
when it is falling. In this paper, we shall concern ourselves with
the condition, which must be imposed upon the input matrix and
the stock matrix in order to exist a solution of the system.
1. Let there be a closed economy with n industries, x(t) be
the annual rate of total output of industry i, and s(t) be the stock
of a commodity produced by industry i and used by industry k at
time t. Then, if we suppose that all kinds of stocks are irreversible,
Leontief’s dynamic input-output system can be represented by the
following (,)-system of differential equations: )

.x,--

.a,x-

,,

(i=l,...,n),
*
[bA, s,= bx and & > 0,
O, s=bx and &0,
O, s >bx, (i, k- 1,..., n),
where a is the input coecient, i.e. the amount of he product of
industry i absorbed annually by industry k per unit of x, and b
is he capital coefficient, i.e. the stock of the product of industry i
used per unit of the annual output of industry k. Upon these
k=l

k=l

.-

coefficients, we impose he following restrictions:
a0, b0, (i, k=l,.-., n),

a,l, (i-1,.
k--1

., n),

a<l at least for one i.

By using the matricial notation, we may write the first equation
as follows:

-

1) Acknowledgement is due to Professor Kenneth J. Arrow, who suggested the
author to use the method in [4] in handling the present problem.
2)

to time t.

ds will stand for the rate of change of the
dt

variable

s

with respect
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where x=x.,] is the output vector,
I, A are n n matrices:

I=
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S=s**

the stock matrix and

A=[a.

By an initial position (", S) of he (,)-system we shall mean
only a pair of an n-vector x-[x and an nn matrix
such that
x0, s**:>0 and s,b,z, (i, k-l,..., n).
A solution (x(t), S(t)) of the (.)-system with some initial position
(x,S) is said to be regular, when the following condition is
satisfied:
If x,(t)=0 (,-1, 2,...) for some sequence Its} such that t:>0
and lim t-0, then there exists a positive number t such that k,(t)-0

.

for 0<t<t.

,

2. Let I be a set of pairs of indices (i, k) and II be the set
of pairs of indices which do not belong to I
Then, by the (I II)
system will be meant the following system of differential equations
for the unknowns x,.
x:

.,

x-

ax=

b% max (, 0), (i- 1,..., n),

where

bO_b,
O,
L

,

(i,k) eI
(i, k) o.

With the matricial notation, we have
(I- A). x- B max (k, 0)
or

x-C.max (2, 0),
where

.

B= [b] and C=(I- A)-B
By the theorem of Frobenius, ) (I-A) is non-singular and the
components of (I-A) are all non-negative, so that the components

-

,

of C are non-negative.
For any initial position (x S), let I and II be as follows:
io= {(i, k); s=b},
II [(i, k); s>bx}.
Then the (I II)-system is said to be associated with the (,)-system
at (x S).
Concerning the solutions of the (.)-system and of the associated
(I H)-system, we have obviously the following

,

, ,

-

3) Max (x, 0) will represent the vector =[5], where
4) Cf. Wielandt [5.

=max (&, 0).
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Theorem 1. For any initial position (x S), the (.)-system has
a regular solution in the small neighborhood, if and only if the associated (I II).system has a regular solution in the small neighborIn this case, both solutions x(t) do
hood of the initial position x
coincide.
If there exists a solution of the (I II)-system with an initial
position x then we must have

,
,

.

where C] is the set

o

,

x EC_,
all vectors x such that )

x-C,

0.
Hence an initial position x is said o be admissible, if x belongs o
the set C. If x is admissible, we naturally have x:>0.
3. We shall consider the case, in which he matrix B is nonsingular. In this case, the (I II)-system can be written as follows:
max (x, O)--Fx, where F-C
An initial position x is admissible if and only if Fx O.
A non-singular matrix C is said to be retrograde, if, for the
inverse matrix F-/**. of C, the inequation

,

-.

has a non-negative solution (a,-.., .) for any s, i,..., i and -j,
j_ such that
{i,..., i,j,-..,j._} [1,...,n}.
of
the
case
n-2, a matrix C with non-negative elements is
In
retrograde, if and only if the determinant of C is negative: det C<0.
Since det (I- A) > 0, this is equivalent to det B < 0. "
In the case of n-2 or 3, a retrograde matrix with non-negative
elements is negative-Hicksian.
With respect to the solvability of the (I II)-system, we can
obtain the following
Theorem 2. Let C--([-A)-IB be non-singular. If there exists
solution
a
o.f the (I II)-system for any admissible initial position,
then the matrix C is retrograde.
Proof. Let x(t) be a solution of the (I II)-system with an
initial position x such that Fx-$ where

,

,

,

-0

>0

,

(--1,... ,,s),
(-1,..., n-s).

5) We write as usual xy for vectors x and y, when
6) Cf. Georgescu-Roegen [lJ.
7) Cf. Samuelson [3].

xiy, for i=1,..., n.
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Then

-=<0,
x,’
-o

> O,

and

=Ji,"’ ,J-s
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.,

(= 1,. s),
(,= 1,.. ", n.-s)
=il,’" ",is

Since this holds for any $,.
$_, such hat $.>0,
there exists a vector (a,..., a_,) so hat
(o.,..., _)__>_0
and
q.e.d.

$0n_ >0,

%> ] /,a,

Theorem 3. Let 1" be the inverse matrix of C. If
0 for i#k; i, k=l,. n,
/,>0 for i=1,..-, n,
then the matrix C is retrograde and a regular solution of the (I II)
system with any amissible position can be given by the solution of
the following system:

.,

,

-Fx.
This is easily seen from the definition of he retrograde matrix.
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